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producti n distribution and utilisation of knowledge

feature _f contemporary society (Apple, 1979; Bates, 19791 Machlupr

Moreover, the legit ation of dertain fonds of -knowledge And the defini

of others as dangerous or simply matters of erroneous belief are indices

on

the relationship between social and epistemolog\cal_s u es (bouglas, /

U

/966 1970). While many structures and legitima4 hs ace in-the
-,--

i

commonsense understandings of individuals, recent analy

4,

have argued

,--

that it is possible to identify and make explicit the strong links bet,:qeen

particular structures of knowledge and particular social interests (Bourdieu

and Passeron, 1977; Bowles and Gintis, 1976). Further, it has been argued

that,education systems sure not only perpetuate but ialso to !obscure de

therefore, legitimise the hidden soc
_

economic interests of particular

groups (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977; Bowles and Gintis, 1976).

What is emerging Eras the debat6 over these. assertions is a growing

awareness of the links between the reproduction of ec8nomic, social and

epistemological structures So far, however, mubh of the debate is open to

the Criticism that relationships proposed are over -determined '(Giroux, 1979),

arbitrary (Breda and Feinberg, 1979), or subject to an inescapable ideological

relativism (Flew, 1976). On the other hand, analyses of teacher' domination of

the message systems of curiculum, pedagogy and evaluation, as they operate

in sch-oolS Young; 1971; Esland, 1971; Woods and Hammersley, 1977) are

on to charges of failure to adequately ground. such analyses .11 ap adequate

theory of class or social reproduction (Sharp a dGreen, 1975)-

6
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Mile there is agreemen_, th efOret that relationg do exist between .

social, epistemological'and educational, structures at' both

d at asclassroom level, substantial problems remain in linking

as:- 11 as substantiating these different levels of analysis (Applei 1979).- *

It is the contention of this paper that a focus on the part played by

educational administrators in the management of knoWledge within education

systems,- and ,their mediation of certain interests, can provide a key

element in the analysis of social, economic, cultural and epistemological

reprodustion.

2

The importance of the Study of the bureaucratisation and professionalisation

of education was,.. in fact, 'noted by Bowles and Gintis as essential in the

analybis of the means by which

is achieved.

dotination of educational structures

comment that 'historical and contemporary research into

these areas is, at best, rudimentary' (Bowles and Gintis, 1976:236) may need

some slight modification, _u _s largely true for the sociolOgy of

education. It is as though, in turning away from a sociology of governmental

policy and practice towards a sociology of the classroom (cf. Demaine, 1980),

the sociology of education has come tb takeafoi granted the administrative

ructures and practice which constrain .bothsPheres of ac iom.

ADMINISTRATION AS BUREAUCRATIC CONTROL

I

While it may be argued that mass education is,implicqly a Xcim of

social control based upon the articulat on hiddert interests or hegemonised

relations, educational adminis _a _n is quitet EllEitl a te _nology of

(Bates, 1980a, 1980b). The preo upations of administrators, at
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least as represented in text booked traiqingprogramSare for example
t LP

'th management, organisation, authority.,. motivation =job satisfaction,
J!

leadership; dedision making, implementation , -dommunication k co-ordination ,

supervision, evaluation, effiCiencr:and dcCountability. The solutiOns to

manag- _t d'Control pr

programmin. budgeting yst (PPBS); program evaluation and review

ems are ought through systems such as; planning

technique iERT); management information systems (MIS); management by

objectives (M90); Operat

research and simulations

ons research; productivity research; systems

studies ( Afise, 1979). The language used is

a clear indication'Ot-a-preoccupation with control. As Wolcott remarks`

'the essence of being a --good technocrat is to exert control': (1977:15

The control exercised by administrators is essentially,bureaucrari_ in

form: that is, it is related to the rational organisation of. institutiolal

life around astructure of positions, relations and behaviours.

0
Weber's classic description of the nature of bureaucracy pprOpriate

as is his assertion of the nature f bureaucracy as 'a precision nstrument-

which can put itself at the disposal of quite varied interests in domination'

(weber in Gerth & Mills, 1946.:231). Moreover, as Weber .also noted, the

structure of bureaucracy is admirably suited to, and has, in fact,

'frequently benefited the interests of capital sm' (Weber in Gerth & Mills,

1946:3©).

The association of bureaucracy, as a system of social relations based

upon principles of rational control, with the interests of capitalist,, and

corporate attempts to control the production process is well documented

(Braverman, 1974; Edwards, 1979). 'The translation',Of this form of.contr61

social relations into educat ilarly documented (Callaghan, 1962;



Valiance, 1973, 1974; Fran slip, 1976

However,, the structure of bureaucracies is not only devo d to the

control of social relations, but is al8o productive of certain forms

cognitive style, that of bueaucratic consciousness. Berger, Berger and

Kellner (1973), following- Weber, argue that such consciousness

cOnstitutedby (a) a sense _ c orderliness (related to the' imposit n of

taxonomic hierarchies); co poneritiality (related to the divisions of

knowledge and responsibility);

structures andba

arbitrariness (through the creation of

darie0; Vstice Idefined in terms of its relation to

predictability);-,abstraction (associated with the generalisability and

universality of rules); moralised anonymity (which defines relations with

clientS) and pas dvity (which defines the clients' role). Bure,iucratio

.structure and the associatedlbureaucratic consciousness has been argiled -by

Wake (1979) to be closely related to specific patterns in the 7 nagement

of knowledge. Relating particularly to the management of knowledge

schools, Wake argues that the bureaucratisation of schools via processes

of administration brings dboUt a particular structuring of knowledge;

'the major demands placed upon the structures of knowledge
by bureaucratised schools are that the knowledge be
divided into components, or relatively discrete component
that the units of knowledge be ordered in sequence; that
the knowledge be:communicable from one person to another
using conventional media of communication; that success
in acquisition of part, if not most of,the knowledge, is
recordable in quantifiable form; that the knowledge be
objectified in the sense of havingan existence independent
of its human origins; that the knowledge is stratified
into various levels of status and prestige; that knowledge-
based on concrete, experience be treated as low status, but
that knowledge expressed ir abstract or generalised
prisiriciples be regarded as having high s atus.':

**=

(Wake, 079:16)



In tbis fashion', relatonships between administrative, cognitive

and epistemological-structures can, be proposed
=

' 4

administrators to organise the production, dissemination and utilisation

be directly related to the.'

and the attempt of

of knowledge

the

f-

ative

.r _

the scho can be seen

of bureaucracy, where the:

'over-riding concern
presenting knowledge
administration 8f an

in selecting, structuring and
is to facilitate the.

'organisation.'

(Wake, 1979 :16)

As is 'apparent from Lortie 75) and Wolcott's (1977) analyses of

af
actual relgitions-between teachers and technocrats, the,implimentatich

ch a rational/bureaucratic

' problematic,

knowledge

odel of knowledge in classrooms somewhat

d the success of snoh,attempts at the bu.eaucratisation of

n schools is an'empirical matter to be determined in concrete

7/
situations. Nonetheless, the direction4-of analysis is fairly clear and

the theoretical likelihood,of links between admintsttative, cultural and

epistemological relations the school is established.

THE INCORPORATION OF PR FE SSIONALISM

has been argued above that bureau--

rational planning jf social relations, individual consciousness

-y involves the control via .

,

epistemology,.and that these are

knowledge involved in current

integral components of the mana .men

models of educational administrati n. It is

=important to note, however that such systems are designed n'ot onlyto

Control the so- al"elations, consciousness and epistemologY'of lower, level

workers (teachers and pupils, for instance), but also to control the

-sOcial relations, cons- _usne s and epistemology of expertS% For,



Weber pointed out:

'Bureaucratisation of administration is deliberately
connected with the ... existing grOupillgs of social
powerjwhose concerns are] how,to exploit the special
knowledge of experts' without having.to abdicate in
their favour.'

V

Indeed, the _ ploitation

frequently

professionalism.

(Web 6r in Gerth & , 1946 :235)

the special.Rnowledge of experts is the

acknowledged; face of bureaucracy:-the face of
- 4

Professional status -is typically claimed on the basis of an esoteric,

specialised epistemoloy, -Inch i scientific and tliel,exclusive achievement

of talented men-who have undergone longperipdt of training

through experience, developed both expertise and judgement.

special

Special fo

verifiable.

stemological status

of consciousness,

(i.e., scientific)

and who have,.

The claim to

therefore, associateoCwith claims to aV
.

,one which is both objective, impartial and

d'also practical, -MoreoVO these claims

d personal consciousbesl, are translated

via the rituals of p essionalism

to special epistemological status

into claims for special social status

(cf. Bledstein, 1976; Lasch, 1977; Bates, 1980). Professi8nAlis

social relations on the basis

which rely on appeals rto canons of scientific practicalityi predictability

stratifies

ofboth cognitive and epistemolog-cal claims,

and control. us, both bureaucrady and profession

principles of control-related to

structures.

contain arious

social, cognitive and epistemological



F YI IOSIS OF BU_ AUCRATI C DPROFESSI NAL CONTROL

The claim of bureaucracies to forms of rational organisation and

planning, awl the claims of professions to scientific knowledge and

`tile combine in he contemporary world into a single model of

°logical rationality (cf. Habermas, 1976). The amalgamation of

61e rational planning model of bureaucracy Frith the scientific legitimat_ n

of such.planning through the incorporation of- professional experts into the

processes of rational Planning is brought about by a cotmon appeal to

logic of positivistic science (Habermas, 1973; Aronowitz, 1977)- if the

epistemological grounds for symbiosis are compelling, so also are the

integration of interests, for bureaucracies need the legitimating benifi ence

of professional expertise and,prqessionals are increasinglydependent upon

bureaucracies, bothgoVer_ ental and industrial, for guarantees of control

over certification, registration, entry and employment.

The growth of bureaucracy,and of professionalism are not, therefore,

mutually antagonistic as some have claimed (cf. Corwin, 1965, 1970k), but

rather mutually supportive, sharing complementary epistemological

as- p ons (those of rational. planning and positivistic science),

complementary forms of- social relations (based upon hierarchical differentiation

of expertise) and complementary forms of consciousness (based upon the

obesience tgAtechnical,ra Donality) (Larsen, 1977; Bates,'` 1980).
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EFFECTS ON CULTURAL TRANSMITRANSMISSION

The symbiosis of professionalism and bureaucracy and the emerging

doMinance of technological rationality have profound implications for

education and for the exploration

economic, epist

the relationships between soc

mological and educational structures, which constrain

the processes of cultural transtission.

Increased technological rationality isHan.apparently attractive

proposition to legislator=s,- policy makers and administrators, for:-

'because education is still a relatively:high public
priority, policy makers cannot simply maintain, or
reduce spending levels. Because they cannot legislate
rising costs away, they must rationalise decisions to
keep budgets from rising. This need gives rise to

the demand for rational planning systems, in the
anticipation that the imposition of such systems will
reveal ways to control costs.'

(Wise, 1977:4-48)
N

The economic imperative of controlling costs led initially to a

,specification of inputs (money, teachers, capital development) in the

hope that increases in inputs would lead to the achievement of.particular

economic and goals -(Coombs, 1967). It became apparent during the

-1960 s hoWe-_ that such specification of inputs was not achieving the

desired goals; that:

'more educational 4vestment does not necessarily lead
to more equality of opportunity, and that more equal
educational opporturkity does not necessarily lead to
more social mobility or social equality.'

(1(oga-, 1979:28)



f
_ resu t; legislators have .begun to prescribe expected outcomes,-

such as reading level, functional literacy and citizenship skillS

(cf Wise, 1977). Moreover, attempts are also being: made to prescribe

-process variables, such as indiVidualised instruction, objectives based

education-and class size (Wise, 1979).

The attraction of the rational technical model in education

identical with that of the logical, scientific, technological, indu strial
_

models of systems control. For legislators, the bureaucratic model which

specifies rational relations between input, components, process and output'

is apparently irresistible. The effects cn cultural transmission. are

significant, for.the model employs certain assumptions about cultural

transmission, and attempts to constrain teachers' and pupils' actions within
. -

the epistemological, cognitive and social limits of that model.

The fundamental assumptions of the model can be identified as relating

to (a) the law like nature of scientific, propositions, which specify
\

clearly relations of cause and effect and, therefore, 4116w the possibility

of technical control, (b) the objective nature of true knowledge and its

neutrality in the 'face of human interests and needs, and (C) a conception

of education, which separates fact from value and employs models of

instruction and inquiry which are fUnctional, rather than historical or

social (Popke_z, 1979; Bates, 1980; Giroux, 1980).

The net effect of such assumptions is the construction of an

administrative system devoted to the de-politicisation of teaching, learning

and cultural transmission (Habermas, 1973; Aronowitz, 1977;. Girom6 1979, 1980).



,
Mored1Ver, teaching' and learning are defined ithin the context of such

, them, the questioning, of current social, -econoMic relationships

Theories] of school socialigation that do not make
problematic' relationships betvieen the, reproduction of an
unequal4Socfp-economic order, practical and 'symbolic
ideologies in school, and the construction of personal
opportunity and identity, not only circumvent the analysis
of ucation and ...'society, but trivialise our notions -
of childhood socialisation.'

(Anypn, 1979:39)

The imposition of certain legitimating ideologies of technical

raAionality via processes of educational Adminigtration directed towards

greater efficiency in the application of resources does not, therefore,

lead to simply, e physical impoverishment of schools, but also to the

obscuring of cattain interest, which are,best 'served by such rationality.

Similarly, the model encouragesthe de- politicising of cultural transmission,

the denial of the validityof certain` questions, and the trivialigation of ,

socialisation. Once again, the relationship between administrative, political,

social-, epistemological and educational categories is sustained.

T' HISTORICAL SITUATION

The:particular nature of such relationships are, however, inevitably,
, . .

the Tesult of specific combinations of interest and influence.at particular

points of tine. Moreover, these patterns of influence are necessarily worked

out within particular socia- cont7- ,Examples of such situations ca be

rid in the influence of he technological rationality of administrative

control c n each of the message s of the school; curriculum, pedagogy

and evaluation (Bernsbbin, 1975). Moreover, each exhibits clear characteristics



of the _io-SiS of bureaucracy and professionalism, in that the examples

contain elqments of both rational organisation and professional'

-legitiMation. The following sections deal, therefore, with (a) the

11

emergence of educational administration as a

o syste

profession, (b) the influence

theory on curriculum development, (c) the.profesiionali'sa ion of

teacher training, and (d) the impact. of administrative rationality on

educational evaluation.

A
The Professionalisation of Educational Administration

The profess Onalisation of educational administration is historically

located in the emergence F a discrete category of positions within an

evolving bureaucracy of education during the late nineteenth century.

During this peri

'the process of bureaucratisation within education was so
thorough and so rapid because of the enthusiasm of the-,
schoolmen themselves, who saw in the new organisational
forms,i.._the opening up of careers and a partial solution
to the problem of regulating behaviour within the
occupation.'

(Katz,

The result of his rapid bureaucratisation of education during the

in the United States was firstly the clear differentiation of school

`supe ntendents from teachers, and secondly, a move to develop a distinct

training program based upon methods borrowed from business and indnstry.

Through,these mechanisms the occupational aspirations of school

superintendents were rapidly translated into professional. aspirations-

The professional'legitimation of occupational aspirations was achieved

through appeal to the practicality ethic, through which the efficiency,,
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effectiveness and practicality-of business was to become a major feature

A
of schooling, and to an academic rethic, to be legitimised through'the

proposed development of a science of educatio'nal administration based upon

educational applications-of theories of scientific management. Such

aspirations are clearly shown in the Statements of the leaders of the

movement. Cubberley (1915), for instance, argued that:

'the recent attempts to survey and measure school systems
and 'to determine the effciency-of instruct ion along
scientific lines have alike served to-develop a' scientific
method 'for attacking administrative problems ..*all of
these developments point,'unmistakably, in the direction
of the evolution of a proOssion of school administration
as distinct from the work of teaching, on the one hand,
and politicp, on the other.'

(quoted in Callaghan, 1962:217)

The'energence of Taylor's thesis of scientific management was a

Godsend to the educational administrators, as it matche precisely both

the practicality ethic and the appeal to scientific respect bilitv.

Despite the defeat of Taylorime in the workplace (Edwards, 1979), the

principles of scientific management weke enshrined rapidly and widely in

education (Callaghan, 1962). professors of educational. administration

occupying then, as now, positions of marginal status in universities-

sought the legitima ng benefitof a scientific theory of-educational-,

administration. The possibility of such a theory of educational administration

based upon laws of organisation, psychology, sociology and economics lay before

them as the final academic crowning of theiriblaims to professional

respectability.



What actually happened was that the majority of professors and

administrators became preoccupied with methods of co'n ol and efficiency.

Their theories Weie essentially theories of control -agement.

The pursuit of'science was, and has largely continued to-be a matter of

rhetoric rather than reality. Techniques of management and control were

what mattered with the result that

'there was more than an accidental parallel between the
teachers' management of pupils through,sociometry and the
administrators' management of teachers through group
dyrl-amics and human relations."

(Getzels,'1977:7)

A minority of academics con nued the. quest for a scientific theory

educational administration,and,thus legitiMated the activities of

practitioners and trainers. Hoy, _

.'educational administration as a discipline can best
preserve itsown uniqueness by re-affirming its
commitment to scientific research.'

13

instance, continues to argue that:
4

(1978:1)

Others have recently argued that the aim of theory in educational administration

is the achievement of 'a set of assumptions from which presuppositions can be

deduced by mathematical -or logical reasoning' (Griffiths, 1977:18).

The quest for a scientific theory.of educational administration is,

in fact, collapsing under the weight of its own pretentions (Halpin and Hayes,

1977; Griffiths, 1979 Bates, 1980). The major need for a scientific theory

has, however, been replaced by the need of governments for advice on the

construction of more adequate (i.e., rational and technocratic) systems of

control. Legitimation. of profe.4sonal status is now to be gained, not by

appeal to scientific status but through pres guous association with

governmental attempts to construct more efficient steering mechanisms, a



more rational d complete system, Hof 'bureaucratic control.

The association of educational ad

attempts to develop sci

association with gove attaipt.s develop rationaA planning

systems of bureaucra s is control 'have a. nmmber of results for the process

ation with the initial

ithin industry and recent

of .cultural transm As-Girottx g e-ts:

'neit:Only 2loes the lapguge;of this mode of rationality
conceptualise the nature and function of schooling in
industrial tennis (that_is,schools are seen as factories,
students as raw materplit also supports modes of
behaviour and .goalsO6rekiiled on the need for a forum of
social control declit-edbOisacial homogeneity and group
Conformity.' n

, - -
-considerations,.

soci4J. diScou

.Giroux 1979:14)

ability of such administrative rationality to-excldde

interest and value to fflivorce itself from' historical or

stitUtes a technological rationality which is

Tistifying by virtue of, the social amnesia' it creates. Thus:

the interests behind the historical developme
f technocratic rationality are rather clear, it app

that the historical roots of its more contemporary v rsions
have been forgotten this form of social amnesia of
only characteriges technocratic rationality, it also shapes
the conditions under which it sustains itself.

Iethe'historical deVelopmen technological rationality in

edudation was closely asgciated with the occupational interests of an

emerging organi ational profession (Larsen, 1977), then he_ effects of

A'

thef'alliance of $ r of is management :ith,rational planning and control

, in edticati al systems should show up in the central message systems of

the school; curriculum, pedagogy anan,1 evaluation. This, indeed, appea;s

14-



to be the case.

Systems. Theory and Curriculum Development

The construction of the curriculum is clearly a matter of central

importance in the management of knowledge, and one which links the processes

of epistemological reproduction within the school with the;social and

cultural reproduction of particular groups within the -wider society.

Durkheim, for instance, wa very olear'about the correspondence between the
4

production of technical and moral knowledge in schools with the social

structures of the wider society, (Durkheim, 1956). Processes of selection,

organisation and t-- issionof knowledge in schools are central to
. )

processes cultural transmission and control (Baes179, 1978)

Morover thethe processes are highly political:

'CurriculuM design, the oreating,Of educative envirlonments
in which:students are -to dwell is inherently a political
and moral,process. It ihvolves competingideplOgical,
political and intensely personal conceptions of a valuable'
educational activity. Furthermore, one of its primary
components is the fact of influencing other people--
namely students.'

(Apple, 1979:111).

The logic, of technological, adn rative rationality is directed towards

is

the generalisation and legitimation of universal solutions o,these, Political

and personal issues through the institution of formal democratic principles

and procedures. The effect of such a proc,ess.is to effectively de-politicise.

the processes of control.. In general:

'the arrangement of formal democratic institutions and
procedures permits administrative decisions to be made
largely,independently of specific motiyes'of the citizenS
This takes place through a legitimisatIron process that
elicits generalised motives 7 that is,diffuse mass
Loyalty - but avoids participation.'

1

(Haberman, 1.976:35



Moreover, tie logic of'technical, administrative rationality is

directed towards the,definition of problems and conflicts technical
6

issues to be resolved by experts through management and adjustment of the

system. indeed, the - identification of the needs of society on which

curriculum is to be based, the specification of th

4P

which citerm he the epistemological structures -Alablejn the construe

forms of knowledge

of. the curriculum ,(Hearst, 19740,, and their integration into a common

culture curriculum, appropriate for all children in a given society

.(Lawton, 1973), are regarded by administrators as matters for experts to

6

decide and for administrators to implement or supervise. Such a model of

administrative curricular relationships is so much part of teachers'

thinking that it has become pert of their common-sense tholight:
4

'our dommon7sense thought in education tends to work

in a. direction quite the opposite from Moral and political

:considerations. Instead, spheres of decision making are

perceived as technical problems that only necessitate

instrumental strategies and:informtation_peoduced'by
technical experts, hence, both removing'the decisions from

the realm of political,.and ethical debate and covering the

relationshiP.betweenthe status of technical knowledge .and

economic and cultural reproduction,

(Apple,' 1979:111)

The most extreme form of such technologisation of curriculum is

clearr.Y.that of the current development of curriculum packages.' The more

sophisticated of such packages _re, in fact, systems where the elements of

curriculum specification, pedagogical pradtice; diagnostic and e aluatiye

testing a-re integrated with each other into a comprehensive set of

Prescriptions for both teacher and pupil. Thus, the bureaucrat

epistemology referred to by Wake is insinuated into-the relationship between

teacher and pupil.
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The employment such packages, along with the adoption

of individual learning progri transforms the relationship between

teacher and pupil. It does this in quite particular ways. Firstly, the

function of the teacher is translated from that of a knowledgeable person,

responsible for planning and encouraging the cognitive, social and ethical:

development of his pupils to that of a systems -inager. The form of

engagement with the pupils is shifted frOm a personal to a technical level,

where the teacher's function becomes that of systems manager. As -a result

this transformation, the teacher is, in terns of previously required

expertise in planning and designing curricula:strategies for groupstcpf
o

children, desk-illed (Apple, 1980 in press). Just as the control of managers

in industry was increased by the separation of planning from, execution in

the productive, process (Edwards, 1979), so the separation of planning from

execution of the curricular process removes control of political, social and,

personal considerations from the teacher and locates them ih the

adminis ative structure =that determines the production and utilisation of

such materials.

MoreoVer, as Apple quotes, 'while teachers. are being des.illed in terms

of curriculuM-planning;design and instruction, they are simultaneously being

reskilled in terms of improved techniques of student c ntrol! (Apple, 1980

in press). Moreover, new techniques of instructional supervision, when

combined with competency based education, competency based teacher education,

learner verification, behavioural objectives, and mastery learning techniques,

increase administrative control ove

but also the processes of pedagogical interaction. By such techniques,

r
o

teachers can now k3e held accountable for the achievement o

er tttational goals,

not Only the content of -the curriculum

-especified



.'The simple accountability system holds the teacher

'accountable' for achieving prespecifie objectives,
but allows the teacher discretion to de ermine how
these objectives are to be achieved. e derivative
systems build from-the simple system an in their

eLabbration, eliminate the discretion o the .teacher

to determine how the prespecified objec a es are to
be attained.'

(Wise, 1977:46)

Thus, the imposition of technological rationality on curricula

structures not only transforms the content of the curriculum,

-depoliticising and depersonaliSing, but also'expands the mechanisms of

adminis ative control bver both teacher and pupil behaviour

similar to the effects of contra

government (Edwards, 1979).

n ways

ructures devised by industry and

in order,to maintain such systems of administrative con over

curt lculUm and pedagogy, certain transformations in the role of die teacher

),
pleffiented. These are essentially achievedtthrough proses ,es ofmusk be

preserv- and inservice socialisation and selection of teachers.

On the Transformation of Teachers

The transformation of teachers depends upon the implementation of two

st ategies, one practical, and the other ideological. The practical

strategy is one which relates both to the-adminiStrative concern with the

effiCiency and effectiveness of rationally planned strategies, -and to the

skills

ctur -f curriculum into integrated systems of instruction and

_ion. This

eachers .

the logic of technological, administrative

ategy is concerned with the development rtioular

tegy which is, moreover, also based upon

ionality.. Competency based

18



educa on displays the f6gic of the strategy mos ,clearly.

In competency based education, the competencies required of the

student are prespecified so that both teacher and student know precisely

what is be achieved. As a result of the implementation of competeni--y

based instruction in scheolS, only teachers who have been trained in the

implementation of such program§ are hired. Moreover, .as_he school system-
.

increasingly adopts CBE procedures, both preservice and inservice teacher

education programs are required to be certified and their products to

_certified as competent CBE-teachers. The competenCies of teachers which

will allow them to delop the required competencies': in

to have been identified and promoted through CBE procedures in college and

19'

students are presumed

a generalisable system of procedures is established.

out:

As Wise 1977) points

'by this process the range of-teacher behaviour will,be
narrowed to the point at which the method!of achieving
stunt objectives will be prescribed.' The operation of
a-geiral accountability system and its derivatives
have determined what and how the teacher is' to teach.'

(Wise, 1977:47)

The major effect of such procedures is to focus on methods of teaching,

leaving the purposes and content of what is _ugh rqe1y out of consideration.

Moreover, the research upon which much teacher training is based is of a

similarcha acter.

'The technical definitions of educational problems and
the-procedural responses of reform in teacher education
is legitimated by much of the research.in the field.
Most research tends to view teaching as the most efficient
way to'provide new recruits with the specific behaviours
and attitudes of the people who practice teaching.'

(Popkewi z, Tabachnic & Ziechner, 1978)
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Psychological research, focussed on the manipulation of single

variablet- is appealed to in order to increase the achievement of.

specifiT outcomes. Sociological research is appealed to in Order to

facilitate the socialisation of teache-_, and pupils into the workplace

of the clasgroom. The-result-is, that in both thoteacher training

procedures and in teacher education research:

"the conduct of schooling, the systems of status
and privilege of the occupation, and the social and
political implications of institutional arrangements
are obscured through a process of reification.
Teaching-and teacher education are treated
administratively,'

Such administrative

(Popkewitz, 1979)

:eatment defines teaching as a technical process

in which the major coneiderations are not content, volition and

justification, but efficiency, effectiveness and communicability.

Thus, the practical orientation towards method also obscures and takes

for granted definitions which are to,be imposed on new recruits.

'What is ignored are the ways in which teacher education
'Imposes workstyles and patterns of communication which
guide individuals as to how they are to reason and act

in the setting of schooling. The language, material
organisation,'and social interactions of,teacher education
establish principles of authority, power and rationality
for guiding occupational conduct.'

(Popkewi 1979:2)

Thus, teacher education both pre =erupts a technical rational

definition of teaching, and legitimises that definition by appeal to a

reified set of behaviours and norms presented as inherent in the nature

of teaching. Moreover,, the ,appeal to objectivity and science base

research findings on tea hing:

.'not only fails to reveal how knowledge is culturally
bound, it also serves to buttress normative and
intellectual support in teacher education programs
for the ethos of 'professionalism' [through which is
developed] a cult of experts and professionals who

become- avatars4 trained to guard as well as transmit
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the sacred knowledge and language to-prospective
'educators, who in turn, make_their expertise
available to members `of the.public.'

(Giroux, 19'80:19-20)

The effects of the professionalisation of teacher education within

the the technical rationality of administrative control is not

necessarily the expressed goal of increased competence but can be directly
,

tied Ito the symbiosis of the occupatOnal'interests of teachers with the

admini'strative interests of bureaucratic control. , Within the.context of

an o gan sational profession

(1977), E- ckson

as Lasch (1977), Bledstein (1976.)', Edelman.

(1979) and Bates (1980) have pbinted out:

'the growth of professionalism in eduCation has done
little to benefit the public and a great deal to
serve the narrow interests of educators themselVeS.:.
The laterinterests include:.inareased hierarchical
differentiation' in the. teacing.PrefeSSion,t a growing
standardisation of schOol practice's; and ,an. increasing,
call for the legitimation' the value of 'certified'
knowledge.',

(Giroux, 19$0r20,

Thus, the co-optation of teachers into the bureaucratised profession of

te,ching both serves the administrative demand for increasing rationality,

pf -dictability and control and offers the occupational rewards of legitimacy,

archy and security; In the process, th e objectivisation and reification of

chooling occurs, which excludes questions value, interest and domination

by ,instantiating technological rationality in the service of adMinistrative

control.



On Technical Evaluation
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If the logic of technological rationality can be seen in

administrative structuring of curriculum and pedagogy, it can also

be seen in the development oftechniques of evaluation: In evaluation,

as elsewhere, the teoZogisation of reason is evident. In particular,

three models of eval,uation express this process. They are identified by

Kemmis (1980) as the engineering, the organisational and the ecologiEal

Models of evaluation. The engineering model of evaluation is derived

frog attempts to assist 'curriculum builders to check on how well'their

intentions have been fulfilled in educational performan6e' (Jenkins et al.,

1979:111). Explicitly, the model involves five stages, the third of which

is concerned particularly with educational evaluation: secure agreement,

on aims, (2) express these aims as objectives, (3) devise and provide

appropriate experiences, (4) assess the congruence of performance with

objectives, (5) vary the'treatment until congruence is achieved (cf. Tyleri

1934, 1949; Jenkins et al. 1979).

This model is, once again, indicative of the 14mitation of :nought

imposed by technological administrative rationality:

the engineering model of educational development
and evaluation represents a 'technologisation of reason':
it limits our thinking about these matters to technical
and-procedural dimensions, it routinises the quintessentially
human process of education, so that it becomes more subject
to technical management.'

(Kemmis, 19-80:9)



The organisational moe l ..extends this technologisation of evaluation

to the level p Janis n61 or institutional evaluation. Here, the

purpose is that of .information management, whereby the institutional 1 managers

seek specific information related to the planned trajectory of their

organisation. As in business (Edwards, 197-9), access to such information

is critical to educational management. As Wolcott points out, in his

discussion of the impact of,theschool planning evaluation and communication

system (SPECS)

'SPECS' primary_teChnocrittic dppeal.was that it was a

data generating system; ehe data were to provide a
basis for improving effectiveness (control) throughout
the educator ranks'

' (Wolcott; -1977:15916C)

The model of organisational evaluation bailed upon data collecting

systems has been powerful in school and school system.evaluation. The model

,is:

'one of rational management, the image supported
by cultural values of scientific rationality, economic
efficiency and consensus about an institutional mission

it is a mechanism for Subordinating those involved
to institutional. goals which are expressed at a
supra-individual rhetorical level.'

( emmis, 1980:1D)

Once again, the objectification and reification, of goals and interests

is directed towards the proCess.of technical administrative control. - a

0
function of which t _e teachers in Wolcott's study were well aware (Wolcott,

0

1977).



The third model, the ecological model (Bronfenbrenn-- 19W6;

Brim, 1975) is an attempt to relate a variety of systems and account

for the ecological effect of different levels, goals, functions and

systems on each other. The Image which underlies that by which

social life can be seen to be 'not just a set of interactimpvariables

but as organic, structured and functioning' (Ke is 1980:12) . As :such,

the ecolog al,model is one further step in thd reiticatidn of systems

and the obscuring of meaningstinterests and °purposes under the rl

/
natural interactions and systems influences.

,These,three ,models of evaluation which are currently widely emplOydd

in educational evaluation are alike in several respects: their ,cIaims7to

objectivity, neutrality and their service of, technical interests-

K minis joints out:

`these approachds manifest most clearly the technologtisation
of reason, making critical self understanding subordinate to
program goals, bureaucratic organisational impbratives, or
the 'life' of the program as understood from a non-
rticipatory (non-empathetic) perspective.'

. 0
6

(Kemmis, 1A80:12)

In evaluation as in curriculum and pedagogy-the administrative

technologisation of reason appears to influence the content,eo isation

and the transmission of knowledge in schools, thus, once again, providing.

evidence of the influenco-nf administrative mperatives on cultural,!'

epistemological structures these are incorporated irnto schooling.



It may well appear from.the above arguments that the administrative

rationality of the organisational pr -ns incorporated'into the

bureaucratic structure of education is not only dominant but also an

overwhelming feature of education systems. It has, in fact, been the

purpose of this gaper to make a strong case for the study of such
a

administrative influence on the- -interrelated structures of social,

cultural, epistemological and educational activity. However, what

equally clear is that-there are both contradictions and resistances to

the imposition df such administrative ationality:.:While it is not

intended to cover these contradictions and. resistandes in detail in this

paper, a brief sketch of some important elements .fis in order..

(1976), following Marx, points out, the

crisis of over-production characteristic of capitalist societies

threatens the rationlity,of the idealised relations between schooling

and work. This crisis leads to contradictions where the system cannot

rationally or politiCally meet the ideological commitments needed

maintain legitimacy. The result is the crisis of legitimation (Habermas,

%

1976). One example of this is the very efficiency of the education system

in producing technical knowledge (Apple, 1979), and an over-abundance of

-highly educated workers (_raverman, 1974; Noble, 1979; Asheneden and

Gallagher, 1980), which- presents a crisis of articulation between the

education system and the productive systent (Kogan,- 1979). As the rational

planning model is. .shown to be ineffective in dealing with this crisis,

the legitimating ideology of the meritocracy is challenged (Carnoy and

Levin, 1976; Bates, 1979; Hus n 1979). Moreover, in key areas of



admin istrative theory (Aates.,7 1986; Griffiths, 1980; Erickson, 1979),

lum theory (Apple, .1980; Giroux, 1980; Whitty, 1980),

evaluation theory (McDonald, 1976; Xemmit, 1980), the scientific

language of the organisational professions with its assumption of

neutrality, its axiomatic systems based upon observable laves, is under

attack as simply disguising the entrenchment of particular intetests

through procedures. of reification (see also Aronowitz, 1973; Bourdieu

and Passeron, 1977; Grace, 1978; Greene, 1978; Apple, 1979; Mulkay, 1979

and Giroux, 1980).

26

Currently,-this crisis is producing further contradictions thrOugh

demands for more effective bureaucratic, professional solutions in the

form of further technical rationalisatiori of relations between-education,

and work (Callaghan, 1978; Williams, 1979; Apple, 1980), and in the

rationalisation of inter-sectoral planning and coordination between

government agencies and the economy (OECD-, 1977). At the sane time, the

limits of rationalisation are also being realised (Kogan, 1979; Wise, 1979),

and rational planning models are becoming differentiated and less predictive

in the face of demand for regionalisation, localisation- and participation

(Archer 1978; Kogan, 1979).

Within education; there are strong pressures towards the greater

rationalisation of administration, curriculum, evaluation, teacher training

and finance. At the same time,

-the failure of such programs to alter the relative outcomes of the education

there is an increasing recognition of

systemt(Husen, 1979; Jencks, 1979; Halsey, Heath and Ridge, 1980)

growing recognition that demands for accountability within hype- atio- lised

systems cannat be met (Apple, 1980; Wise, 1977, 1979).

and a



Againi there.is a contradiction between the demdOds for accountability.

channelled through the centralised legitiMating systems and the ability f

such syst

Archer, 1978; Pusey, 1980), On theother hand, the alternatiVe of

decentralised control leads to substantial problems of articulation with

other sectors o f _goverrrunental activity (OECD, 1977; Kogan, 1979), or with

meet locally and sectionally based demands (Habermas, 1976;

the structure of work in the-corporate economy (Braverman, 1974; Feinberg

and Rosemont, 1975; Bell, 1976; Edwards, 1979; Williams, 1979; Ashenden

and Gallagher, 1980.

EDUCATIONAL ADMINIADMINISTRATION AND THE CRISIS OF CONTROL

Education is increasingly recognised as a system of cultural

transmission a-nd reproduction which serves to simultaneously maintain,

disguise and legitimate the interests ©f particul'`r groups within the

social system. Studies of the perpetuation and legitimation of specific

-forms of social relations via curriculum, evaluation and pedagogy are

developing-into a convincing piatu e of individual components of the process.

As-yet, however, studies tend to focus either on an overdetermined view of

the relations-between schooling and economic structure or on a limited

account of teacher/pupil transactions. What is missing is any thorough

analysis of the processes and structures through which the wider social

relations of production and control are articulated with classroom practice.

The purpose of this paper has been to suggest that the study of

administrative structures, processed and ideologies from a critical

perspective might-provide such a link. Moreover, the specific-impact_of

combined bureaucratic and professional strategies within administrative

structures needs to be explored for its relation with specific social and

economic interests; its impact on various _fo- of curriculum, pedagogy'



and evaluation
14.

s legitimation of certain forms epistemology and

integration of social, cultural and epistemological structures within

educational, systems which determine the nature of cultural, ran- issi via

schooling.
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